Rolecards sheet 1
1) What is “the green house
effect”? How can it influence the
climate on our planet?

2) Is there depletion of the
ozone layer in the atmosphere
above the territory of our
country? Where?

1) Why are forests on our planet
disappearing fast?

2) Do you agree that our
weather is going crazy? Can
you explain why?

1) I think that nuclear tests can
help technical progress. Do you
think that nuclear tests should be
banned? Why?

2) What is the reason for the
depletion of the ozone layer?

1) I think one of the environmental
problems affecting the world is a
shortage of food. People in some
countries suffer from hunger. How
do you think this problem could be
solved?

2) Do tornadoes, floods and
earthquakes happen more often
nowadays than they used to in
the past?

1) Why are some specious of
animals becoming extinct
nowadays?

2) Is it safe and useful to spend
holidays at the seaside near
you nowadays?

3)Do you think that
ecology and people’s
health are connected?
How?

4) Why are rain forests so
important for life on the
earth?

3)Why is it not safe
nowadays to be in the
direct sunlight in
certain places?

4) Do you think that our
planet needs
protection? Why?

3)Where, in your
opinion is it safer to
live in terms of health
– in the town or in the
country

4)What makes seawaters
dangerous nowadays? Why is
it dangerous to dump
industrial waste in the sea?
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Rolecards sheet 2
3) Do you agree that
man needs protection
and care as much as
animals do? What, in
you opinion, must
Modern Man do to
survive?
3)I would like to live
a long and healthy
life. What would you
advise me to do?
5) I’d like to touch the problem
of cars. I think they ruin the
countryside and the wildlife. It’s
better to go on foot and to give
up using them.

4) What role do industrial
enterprises play in the
pollution of the
environment?

4) Do you think that a water
shortage is a serious problem
today? Why does this
problem exist? How could it
be solved?
6) What in your opinion are the
most serious environmental
problems nowadays?

5)How can we personally take
part in the clearing up our
planet? What would you
advise?

6) What is important to know
about water pollution?

5)What is done in the world to
save our planet from ecological
disaster?

6) Can you give any examples of
the result of people’s disastrous
activity?

5) Why are the nuclear stations
dangerous?

6) Where does air pollution in the
cities mostly come from?

5) There are about 6 billion
people on our planet and the
population is still growing.
Newly born people need more
and more food, goods, land
and modern conveniences.
How can this problem be
solved?

6) I think, most of the pollution in
big cities comes from cars. They
also make a lot of noise. How
would you solve this problem?
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